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ART

ART
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Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Art students will be assessed in by the
end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

Use the example GCSE sketchbooks and the Leytonstone Pinterest to
research how other students demonstrate their knowledge of other artworks. Use this research to create an artist’s research of your own.

S
K
1

I can present my research and ideas about the

S
K
2

I can interpret and explain the ideas and possible
different meanings behind other artists’ work

Go to the Tate website, use the Art and Artists tool to explore the work of
artists, choose an Artist you like the look of create a PowerPoint presentation on the potential meanings of their artwork use pictures to
illustrate.

S
K
3

I can recall the formal elements and describe

Pick one of the formal elements, one you are less familiar with, now
choose an artwork. How has the artist used this formal element? What is
the effect of its use, does it help to convey a meaning?

S
K
4

I can confidently explore a range of media

Attend an enrichment in art for a minimum of 3 sessions. Use the time to explore an art material you are unfamiliar with, with the guidance of the teacher
try out the material in different ways what are its potential uses and limitations?

S
K
5

I can refine my use of more than one artistic
skill

Go through your sketch book, where have you tried something
and not returned to that activity? Challenge yourself to repeat the
task and see if you can improve your work.

S
K
6

I can present more than one idea as a response
to a project title.

Imagine an artwork you would like to make. No plan to make it.
Split your page in 2 and mind map the different ways you could
make it, paint or pencils, which colours, which size?

S
K
7

I can work for a period of time to create a
meaningful artwork

How long have you spent on one artwork? Try to create a drawing that
takes you at least 3 hours. You can do this all in one go or come back to
it several times.

S
K
8

I can write in full sentences to demonstrate where I and
others have met success criteria and how they can
improve

How have you done? It can be difficult to look back at our work especially if we didn’t enjoy it but evaluation is so important, it helps us learn
how to improve for next time. Choose a piece of artwork from an example GCSE sketchbook. Create a success criteria. How have they met it?
What could they do to improve?

work of individual and groups of artists.

their use in my own and others’ work
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Computer Science students will be
assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1
S
K
2
S
K
3
S
K
4

S
K
5

S
K
6
S
K
7
S
K
8

COMPUTER SCIENCE

I can demonstrate understanding of how changes in technology affect
safety and how to collect and organise quality data in my own files.
I can display awareness and independence of how to collect quality data
and organise data in my own files.

Explain how you can recognise inappropriate content and the range of
ways to report concerns, e.g. on Facebook.
I have become an independent navigator of the school system, clearly
able to follow the teacher’s instructions independently.
Why are databases so useful in the real world, from business to education settings? Check
out these links: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zswnb9q/revision/1 and https://
www.teach-ict.com/gcse_new/databases/terminology/miniweb/index.htm
Explain how Leytonstone School uses database.

I can demonstrate advanced IT literacy, such as using Windows shortcuts and
searching independently, and can now work with databases
Ability to open and save documents from O to H drive, by following instructions on the whiteboard.

Use various forms of input and output in a language. Model a simple real world system
with inputs, processes and outputs to better understand how computers actually work.

I can understand and describe the hardware and software components
that make up computer systems and identify ways they communicate
with one another

Why do computer systems work in the above order? Explain what happens at each stage.

I am able to develop simple programs for simple
problems using Python text based programming tool

I am able to systematically review the program I have developed in Python and resolve any syntax or logic errors.
I can demonstrate how the three main logic gates are used in
circuit:
AND, OR, NOT
I can demonstrate an understanding of how sequencing instructions into
correctly aligned steps can help me to create a foundation for developing
programs

I can plan and solve a real world problem using Python

Input

Process

Output

Take a step up from block coding to text based programming languages, using
the developed algorithms. https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpp49j6/
revision/1
Learn and apply basic iterations: For, While
Why are iterations useful? Check out this website to help you to answer this
question: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3khpv4/revision/4
Most syntax errors are very common and simple to resolve. Have a look:
https://realpython.com/invalid-syntax-python/
Logic errors are more complex to resolve. Click here to have look at some examples. Students are expected to develop problem solving skills. Systematically
read through lines of code and resolve all syntax and some logic errors without
support, checking: Punctuation, Grammar and Spelling
How can two or more gates be joined together?
Understand simple Boolean logic (eg: AND, OR and NOT) and some of its uses in circuits
and programming. These skills will support in solving more complicated logic errors in
developing systems; creating a foundation in developing more advanced programs in year
9 and KS4

What are pseudocodes?
Learn the basic shapes of flow charts: https://teach-ict.com/2016/
GCSE_Computing/OCR_J276/2_1_algorithms/flowcharts/home_flowchart.html
Undertake creative project that include an explanation of you will do to meet the
needs of a known user.
Develop the program and debug independently during the development phase.
Take screenshots of all your codes and explain the major components in your
codes.
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DESIGN TECHNOLOGY GRAPHICS

Below you will find the 10 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Design Technology, Graphics students will be assessed in by the end of
the academic year. The report would have identified whether you have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice
from the adjacent page and act upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1
S
K
2
S
K
3

Select and safely use specialist tools and machinery with accuracy and precision for the
festival project.
(Health and safety recap) (Craft knife, graphics tools, laser cutting – teacher led)

I can confidently identify different typography styles and use appropriate colour rendering and 3D drawings skills.
(isometric, 1 point and 2 point perspective)
The use of 2D design and illustrator.

Identify a range of suitable design problems

S
K
4

I have written a comprehensive design brief or specification, directly relevant to

S
K
5

Create imaginative iterative ideas which reflect the brief and meet the
needs of the target customer using drawing techniques or CAD.
Using 2d to design ticket logo concepts.

S
K
6

Develop models or prototypes with the purpose of investigating function and
improving the final product .
2D to 3D – looking at different folding techniques/ nets for creating a
ticket holder.

S
K
7

Demonstrate use of drawing skills / CAD skills and design techniques to
communicate and present ideas in a professional layout.

S
K
8
S
K
9

S
K
10

the context, based upon a thorough analysis of my research and investigation.

Explain the moral or environmental factors of design and apply them to
my ideas.
Sustainability links to project.
Analyse and evaluate your ticket/ticket holder, designs and products by
other designers in a sophisticated manner. Be able to analyse in detail the effectiveness of materials, function and aesthetics.

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY GRAPHICS
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Read for health and safety recap : http://www.technologystudent.com/health1/
safetyr1.htm
Watch this video to recap how to safely use a craft knife with the correct tools : https://
Practice the following :
Recap typography : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3fVMm-Ef0Y
Colour Rendering: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HxFXBhzVyA
One Point Perspective recap: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMkLW1GZDdA
2D design tutorials: https://www.the-warren.org/2DDesign/2DDesigntutorials.html
Logo design: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKF9LsC0RaY
Illustrator logo tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dztTnvcU0WA

Find 3 festival tickets or mechanise and write who the target market is for each.
Give as much detail as possible:
How old are they, what do they like/dislike?
what is their occupation?
Who would interested in festival ?
how can you tell this from looking at the ticket examples ?
Watch this video called Who is My Customer? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJt8g-j5cNk
Use the Year 8 Graphics support booklet and look at the sentence starters and support sentences for
design brief and specification.
See past examples for support.
Looking at the GCSE example resource sheet and support booklet – create a detailed brief or specification on a product related to the festival project or a product of your choice.
Mark your writing against the success criteria (available from your teacher)
Watch this informative video on Iterative Design: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnsk5lA52ps
Read through the GCSE link : https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zmtmtv4/revision/1

Watch these videos to help you understand modelling in card and to get inspiration.
Model Making: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNLY1yt9iCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99_UikhLfPY
2D to 3D: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4u4NI0sbZqM
See wall display in DT workshop and graphics room for professional layout.
Examples of GCSE and a level examples: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5Jg2fREEZo
Practise:
One Point Perspective recap: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMkLW1GZDdA
2D design tutorials: https://www.the-warren.org/2DDesign/2DDesigntutorials.html
Logo design : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKF9LsC0RaY
Illustrator logo tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dztTnvcU0WA

Watch this video and write down 5 key points, present in a diagram o bullet points :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ub2TLg03IlU
Sustainable paper: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZijHd-n3K8k
Look at how reviews are left on large well known website, for example:
Nike, park life and wireless.
Create a written piece using the ACCESS FM support sheet to evaluate and analyse against your finished
product.
Look at examples of how GCSE students have tested their final products.

To use high level technical vocabulary
Ask your teacher for a list of the words you should learn
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S
K
1

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY RESISTANT MATERIALS
Below you will find the 9 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Design Technology., Resistant Materials
students will be assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act upon
the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

Watch a YouTube video about how finger joints are accurately made using a
variety of techniques.
Example videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAP0pGeRn5g, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4ZpKQTim6Y

Demonstrate and execute accurate measuring and marking by select-

Watch the following YouTube videos to remind yourself the basics of using the following equipment. If you think it will help, make notes prior to your next practical

ing the appropriate tools (Finger joint)

S
K
2

Select and safely use specialist tools and machinery with accuracy and
precision
(additional tools such as pillar drill, belt faced sander, carpenters square)

S
K
3

Carry out techniques and processes with accuracy and precision
(Making the finger joint)

S
K
4

Analyse the needs, wants and values of my target market

S
K
5

I have written a comprehensive design brief or specification, directly relevant to

S
K
6

Create imaginative iterative ideas which reflect the brief and meet the

S
K
7

Demonstrate use of drawing skills / CAD skills and design techniques to com-

S
K
8

Analyse and evaluate your own products, designs and products by other design-

S
K
9

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY RESISTANT MATERIALS

Pillar drill: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FunB2blKHg https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1ixYGhPpi8
Belt faced sander: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UQGikBrJuI
Carpenters square: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJQAGhWxXnY

Ask your teacher for a copy of the pictorial step by step guide for making the
finger joint. Use this to help you understand how to make a finger joint.

Choose a product at home that you use. Write about why you need it,
what makes it useful to you, what did you look for in the product before
you bought it, is there anything you would change or improve?
Understanding the importance of a design brief and specification is key to
designing the ideal product. Look at a range of existing products and see if
you can identify the design brief and specification for that
product.

the context, based upon a thorough analysis of my research and investigation.
Watch this video on how to draw sketches quickly: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tv7BtQWwOfc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9D9JWS29h4

needs of the target customer

municate and present ideas in a professional layout.

ers in a sophisticated manner. Be able to analyse in detail the effectiveness of
materials, function and aesthetics.

Watch the following videos to help you with the presentation of your ideas:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWYl51QJ0Zw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lOPJeK0yts

•
•
•

Ask your teacher for the GCSE support sheet for analysing and evaluating
work to see what is expected of you.
Look at videos on YouTube that analyse the effectiveness of a product
and what consumers think of them.
Think about the comments made by consumers on websites such as
Amazon. How would their comments effect your buying habits?

Ask your teacher for a list of the words you should learn

To use high level technical vocabulary
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DESIGN TECHNOLOGY TEXTILES

Below you will find the 10 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Design Technology, Textiles students
will be assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1

S
K
2
S
K
3
S
K
4

S
K
5
S
K
6
S
K
7
S
K
8

Identify the main materials and their properties used in Textiles and apply them to
design work.

Select and use appropriate measuring equipment to adapt paper pattern/
template and mark out on fabric.
Select and safely use a variety of specialist tools and machinery (i.e. overlocker, beading needle) with accuracy and precision

Carry out techniques and processes with accuracy and precision
(correct fastening placement and independent construction of PED)
Analyse the needs, wants and values of my target market (What
would make them want a PED holder e.g. particular style? Survey?)
I have written a comprehensive design brief or specification, directly relevant to the context,
based upon a thorough analysis of my research and investigation. Can recall most of the
definitions of the words used in ACCESSFMM. Can independently create a task analysis and
with guidance use this to inform extended writing.

Create imaginative iterative ideas which reflect the brief and meet the needs of
the target customer ( i.e. draft/ mock-up which may be 2D/3D)

Demonstrate use of drawing skills / CAD skills and design techniques to communicate and present ideas in a professional layout. (Attempts at 3D drawing/ presenting all views of product, appropriate sizing with details and annotations present)

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY TEXTILES
Make a properties table page on the following materials.
Leather, lace, silk, jersey, hessian, tulle, faux fur & chiffon.
For each fabric write facts about their origin, their properties and uses.

Collect a paper pattern print out & fabric from your teacher and practice marking out and adding a standard seam allowance
Matching activity from teacher – Match correct names with pictures of
textiles equipment
Watch the following links to understand more about precision when sewing and attaching
common fastenings. Buttons and button holes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ufDLpBcHAlM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noA4zQlFnNg Snap fasteners / poppers/ press studs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0NMPTS6YGo Velcro https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L2kvHL-gOrk Watch very carefully and make notes!

Do a survey of at least 5 people to find out what they are looking for in a PED holder. Support questions in booklet.
ACCESSFMM table to collect from teacher
What do the letters stand for? What do they mean? What should your ideal PED holder have/
do/be in relation to the different parts of the ACCESSFMM acronym.
Practice making one of the 3D paper crafts in the video, to practice manipulating materials in
3D. Making mock-ups in paper/card is integral for developing as a designer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7EUMdCJvPw

Watch this video on how to do crating: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPxHQpl8O8s.
Use examples of sketches of textiles products like bags from different angles to inform some
3D drawing of PED holders. Ask your teacher if you need paper.

Collect a ‘testing’ table from your teacher to help you work out the effectiveness of
S
K
9

S
K
10

Analyse and evaluate your own products, designs and products by other designers
in a sophisticated manner. Be able to analyse in detail the effectiveness of materials, function and aesthetics. (Use teacher’s success criteria to independently reflect on design work, asking for a second opinion if not sure)

your product. This can be used to help you figure out what to say about the different parts of ACCESSFMM when writing your evaluation in full.

Using the list of words provided by your teacher, write each word in a senTo use high level technical vocabulary (prototype, iteration, modelling, fastening,
overlocker, template, construction, analysis)

tence checking definition and context first if you are not sure.
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DRAMA

DRAMA
Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Drama students will be assessed in by
the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1
S
K
2
S
K
3
S
K
4
S
K
5

Ensure you learn your lines in preparation for performances
and rehearse your characters gestures and body language
in the mirror prior to performance.

Can perform with commitment and fully embody a role
when on stage

Make a list of the different devising techniques and tick off when
you have used each one. Write down the message you wish to
portray to your audience at the beginning of rehearsals.

Can apply devising techniques in performance, to communicate
the style/genre and message of the piece of drama

Can experiment with drama devices revealing a well

Make a list of each moment in your performance when your group only
used role play (speaking to each other). Annotate this list with how you
could have used a different dramatic technique for each of these scenes.

realised response
Write down the key message you wanted your piece to portray.
Write a supporting paragraph discussing how you could have
made this message clearer in your performance.

Can explore drama which communicates a creative message to the audience

Create an A4 research page on the topic you devised theatre on.
Write a supporting paragraph explaining what kind of
atmosphere you would have liked to have created.

Can devise performances which are appropriate for different audiences across styles and genres

S
K
6

Can create and develop a character throughout, revealing
their background and status

S
K
7

Can consistently provide quality constructive feedback to
peers

S
K
8

Can respond reflectively, applying the feedback received

Create role on the walls for your characters so you have an in depth
understanding of the role.

•
•
•
•

Write down 2 feedback notes from a recent performance in lesson using the
following scaffold:
An effective element of the performance was “insert a specific moment
from the performance”.
The reason this was effective was because of the use of “insert dramatic
techniques used”
An area to improve your performance would be “insert specific moment
from the performance”
This could be improved by “insert specific example of how you could use
a dramatic technique”
Write down feedback you receive and tick them off when you achieve these
targets in rehearsals.
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ENGLISH—READING
Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all English students will be assessed in by
the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1

To have a good understanding of the texts you
have studied.

S
K
2

To write apt topic sentences which have a personal, critical voice supported with clear opinions and
justifications.

S
K
3

To be able to write a comparative topic sentence.

S
K
4

To be able to deduce plausible inferences as well as
alternative interpretations.

S
K
5

ENGLISH—READING
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

To select a range of judicious quotations to support a
point.

•

•

S
K
6

To be able to contextualise and embed quotations from the
text.

S
K
7

To be able to identify and explore the impact of language,
literary and structural devices on the reader.

S
K
8

•
•

To be able to make contextual links between the text and
society of that time and the author.

•
•
•
•
•

To make notes in your exercise books on context /characters/plot/
quotes using the knowledge organiser in the English Reading What Now
booklet.
Make notes using knowledge audits from the unit.
Ask your English teacher for blank Knowledge audits, retake the tests
and check if there is an improvement in understanding by self-assessing
with the answers.

Look over the breakdown on how to write a topic sentence in the English
Reading What Now booklet.
Complete the activities where you will practise writing topic sentences.

Read over the breakdown on how to write a plausible inferences in the
English Reading What Now booklet.
Complete the activities where you will practise writing plausible inferences.
.
Read over the breakdown on how to support your point with judicious
quotations in the English Reading What Now booklet.
Complete the activities to help you understand how to choose relevant
quotations that support ideas/points.
Read over the breakdown on how to contextualise and embed quotes in
the English Reading What Now booklet.
Complete the activities to practise contextualisation and embedding.
Read the breakdown of how to analyse the effects of language or structural features in the English Reading What Now booklet.
Complete the activities to refresh your memory and understanding of
language or structural features.
Complete the activities to practise your analysis of language and structural features.
Use your books, knowledge organiser and knowledge audits on the texts
covered to make notes on context.
Read over the breakdown on how to make contextual links in the English
Reading What Now booklet.
Complete the activities to practise making contextual links.

Page
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FOOD NUTRITION AND PREPARATION

Below you will find the 9 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Food Nutrition and Preparation students will be
assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act upon the
feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1
S
K
2

Research and identify the country of origin dishes and ingredients
come from.

FOOD NUTRITION AND PREPARATION
Ask your teacher to give you an information sheet about cultural ingredients to take home.
Watch a YouTube video about the cultural food traditions listed below:
Middle Eastern
Asian & Indian
Latin American
Caribbean
Mediterranean
Ask your teacher to give you an information sheet about special diets to take home.
Watch a YouTube video about the special diets listed below: Hindus , Muslims , Jews
Vegetarianism , Lacto-ovo Vegetarian , Lacto Vegetarians , Vegans, Coeliac disease,
Lactose intolerance , Type 2 Diabetes, Babies and small children , Children , Teenagers, Adults and
older people

Explain how ingredients are used in special diets, culinary traditions and
religious diets.

Select a variety of ingredients independently and weigh and measure
accurately

•
•
•

S
K
4

Independently select and apply a variety of technical skills in the preparation, cooking and presentation of food

•
•
•

S
K
5

Independently create a plan of action for a dish and carry out
demonstrating good time management

S
K
3

S
K
6

Demonstrate accurate temperature control during the storing/cooking/
testing for readiness and serving of food

Apply health and safety procedures when using equipment, preparing,
storing foods, cooking and cleaning.

S
K
8

Evaluate the success of food using sensory descriptors, analyse technical skills used in cooking and suggest improvements.

S
K
9

To use high level technical vocabulary

demonstration in the next lesson
Watch a YouTube video about the following key words: Millilitres, Grams, Tea spoons, Table
spoons and dessertspoons
Ask your teacher /group if you can help with the technical demonstration in the next lesson
Choose a cultural dish of your choice and cook it at home

Watch a YouTube video of someone carrying out the following skills
Making emulsion dressings
Reduction sauces
Baking muffins and cakes

Ask your teacher /group if you can help track the timings for the
class during a practical lesson.
Print out a recipe of your choice for a two course meal and write estimated timings by
the side of each step. Practise cooking the two dishes at home trying to ensure
they both come out at the correct temperature and sticking to the timings you
have planned as much as possible.

•
•

S
K
7

Ask your teacher /group if you can help with the weighing and measuring

Ask your group if you can help track the temperature of your recipes
cooked in class
Print out a recipe of your choice and practise cooking it at home with the

•

Ask your teacher if you can be the H&S monitor for your class in the next practical
lesson

•

Watch a YouTube video about the four Cs of food hygiene – cross-contamination,
cleaning, cooking and chilling

•
•

Ask your teacher for the evaluation oracy tasks done in class
Cook a dish at home and evaluate its success against these criteria Taste, Technical skill, Cost and suggest improvements

Ask your teacher for a list of the words you should learn
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FRENCH

FRENCH

Page 18

Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all French students will be assessed in by
the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1
S
K
2

To be able to understand and use the infinitive form to create positive
/negative opinions about activities in writing and speaking practice (using
j’aime, je n’aime pas, j’adore, je déteste and je préfère + infinitive
based key sentences).

To be able to identify, write and practise verbally present tense,
principally with je (I) and on/nous (we), followed by opinions, in the
negative form too (ne … pas/ ne … jamais).

S
K
3

To be able to identify and use the future tense with the formula
“present tense of aller + infinitive”, principally with je (I) and on/
nous (we) followed by opinions, in the negative form too.

S
K
4

To be able to identify and use the perfect tense (auxiliary: avoir in
the present tense + past participle), principally with je (I) and on/nous
(we), followed by opinions, in the negative form too. To be able to
learn and use at least 10 past participles.

S
K
5

Revise the present tense + past participle), principally using the je (I) and
on/nous (we), followed by opinions, in the negative form too. Be able to
learn and use at least 10 past participles being aware of the gender
and number agreement).

Copy and translate the opinion starters, adding key sentences that contain infinitives to complete the logical structure of the sentence. Consolidation through
class test and use in personal opinions about hobbies (key sentences with jouer
au/à la/à l’/aux and faire du/de la/de l’/des).
Copy and memorise the conjugated present tense verb, and use them to write a
number of sentences using je, on, and nous pronouns in the context of hobbies
always followed by opinions and justification. Translate a small passage from
French to English to consolidate knowledge during the class test.

Create and translate a number of positive/negative sentences that contain the future tense, using more than one pronoun, and a variety of infinitive to avoid repetition in the context of hobbies and medias.

Revise the present tense of the auxiliary avoir. Copy and memorise 12
past participles of the big family. Create and translate a number of sentences that contain the perfect tense, using more than one pronoun in
the context of media and Paris.
Revise the present tense of the auxiliary être. Copy and memorise 12 past participles of the small family. Create and translate a number of sentences that contain the perfect tense, using more than one pronoun, alternating small and big
family past to avoid repetition, in the context of media and Paris.
Create and translate a small passage using three tenses (present, future and perfect tense) showing the abilities to master the gender and
number agreement in articles, adjectives and past participles in the
context of the healthy alimentation.

S
K
6

To be able to identify, distinguish verbally and write using gender and
number agreement based on feminine, masculine and plural partitive
articles (du/de la/des and de l’), nouns, and adjectives.

S
K
7

To be able to work on differentiated reading and listening test, distinguishing and using present, perfect and future tenses in
writing and speaking.

Be able to complete a short listening and reading comprehension on the
three tenses. Be able to write 70 words written task and complete a small
conversation about hobbies, media, holidays and healthy alimentation.

S
K
8

Consolidate knowledge of congruous time markers, intensifiers and connectives in writing and speaking, alternating
the three tenses.

Be able to improve writing and speaking skills based on previous
assessment in the context of hobbies, media, holidays and
healthy alimentation, using three tenses.
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Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Geography students will be assessed
in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1

Explain some geographical processes that influence the
characteristics of places and explain how places are perceived and valued differently.

S
K
2

Explain interconnections within environments and between
human and physical geography

S
K
3

Explain how these interconnections, patterns and processes
change places and environments.

S
K
4

Apply geographical skills to investigate a geographical challenge, taking
into account environmental, economic and social factors and identifying geographically significant questions from observations to frame
an inquiry.

S
K
5

Evaluate a range of geographical sources to locate useful
and reliable information and data.

S
K
6

Select, record and represent data, location and distribution of geographical phenomena in a range of forms including statistical
and numerical.

S
K
7

Analyse geographical maps, data and other information to infer
explanations for spatial distributions, patterns, trends and relationships, and draw reasoned conclusions.

S
K
8

Present findings, arguments and ideas using relevant geographical terminology and
concepts by assessing, evaluating and examining key concepts in response to
a geographical challenge, taking account some of environmental, economic
and social factors, that might influence their judgement.

Use Seneca KS3 to review the topics in Geography you have covered to
develop knowledge about geographical processes and characteristics.

Complete the mind maps for the topics covered in Geography. Colour
code the connects red for Physical and blue for Human Geography

Complete the standardized assessments for KS3 on Seneca for the topics covered to demonstrate your ability to explain interconnections, processes, patterns and places.

Complete SEE analysis task in the year 8 source booklet. Then priorities
them from most to least significant
Social factors
Economic factors
Environmental factors

Complete 5 Ideal analyses of geographical sources in the year 8 source
booklet.
Identify / Describe / Explain / Apply / Link
Complete 3 tasks of representing data from the year 8 source
booklet.

Use GCSE to describe 5 graphs and sources from the year 8 source booklet.
General pattern
Comment on areas of significance
Specific data Exceptions/ anomalies
Create A-Z keyword glossaries for the topics covered in Geography and use the
big questions from each topic to write an extended response using PEA paragraph structure.

HISTORY
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S
K
1

S
K
2

Chronology - Understand how to use dates, centuries and time periods confidently in History writing, and be able to place events chronologically with confidence.

HISTORY
Able to complete the What happened when? quiz—Year 8SK1on google
drive—scoring 80% or more
Use the help sheet—Year 8SK1—How to draw a timeline.to scale and
select important events to place on it .
Watch the LOOM Video Year 8SK1—Chronology

Cause and consequence - Identify the links between different categories of causes and
demonstrate an awareness of how change and continuity are interwoven.

Use Causes help sheet—8SK2— explore the different links that you can make between causes on a topic you are familiar with
Use the card sort exercise—Year 8 SK2 to help you make links between the causes of an event
Watch the LOOM video—Year 8SK2—Cause and consequence

S
K
3

Evidence - Know how to interrogate a source, understanding that its utility depends on

S
K
4

Interpretations - Select and describe the key features of a variety of interpretations. Can

S
K
5

Historical World-views –Is able to distinguish between a variety of diverse perspectives
different views of those in the past.

Use the help sheet on Historical world views—Year 8SK5
Watch the LOOM video—Year 8SK5— Historical world views

S
K
6

Change and continuity — Can use language of change to show how it is measured in

Use Key vocabulary sheet—Year 8SK6—complete the google forms quiz
to show that you know the key terms about Change and Continuity
Use the help sheet on Change and Continuity—Year 8SK6
Watch the LOOM video—Year 8SK6—Change and Continuity

S
K
7

the questions asked. Able to use inferences to make meaning beyond the content of a
source.

make reference to the importance of author, audience, and purpose when evaluating an
interpretation.

Use the What does an Historian do? Sheet - Year 8 SK4
Use help sheet—Year 8 SK4. Choose an Historical book or film—find out about the
author, Who was the intended audience for their work and with what purpose?
Watch the LOOM video—Year 8SK4—Why is the Historian important?

and experiences in the past. Can make inferences from evidence to understand the

different ways. Can identify and explain how individual changes are related and lead to
developments over time.

Historical Communication - Use historical vocabulary confidently recognising that some
words are relevant to one period but not another. Is able to explain multiple pieces of
evidence when writing historically so that conclusions and judgements are reached. PEA
is used to keep focus on question.

S
K
8

Use What makes a source useful ?sheet—Year 8SK3 - complete tasks on
google classroom
Watch the LOOM video - Year 7 SK3 - How to interrogate
Evidence
Use a Inference help sheet—Year 8SK3 - learn how to use inference

Historical Knowledge— Demonstrate the ability to recall the key historical knowledge
about each topic , Be able to use accurate and relevant key facts in historical writing to
show understanding of the period studied.

Review all Topic Key vocabulary SK5 sheets —can you recall and spell
80% of the Year 8 key words?
Use the help sheet on Historical Communication—Year 8SK7
Watch the LOOM video—Year 8SK7—Historical Communication

Use Key Knowledge sheet—Year 8SK6—complete the google forms quiz
to demonstrate that you have learnt the key knowledge
Use the help sheet on how to learn Historical knowledge 8SK8
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Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Mathematics students will be assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
N
1

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

Data Drop One
SKA4

Straight
Line
Graphs

Distance/
VelocityTime
Graphs

SKR5

Real Life
Graphs

Ratio

Proportion

SKG6

Angles in
Polygons

Area

Nets &
Surface
Area

Number: To be able to demonstrate a comprehensive
understanding of number structure and calculation, measures and accuracy.

S
K
N
2

Number: To be able to work with and complete calculations with

S
K
A
3

Algebra: To be able to work with correct algebraic notation and vocabulary.

fractions, decimals and percentages.

Alongside manipulating and solving with algebra and inequalities, as well as
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SKG7

Perimeter

SKP8

Probability

Real Life
Graphs

Volume

working with sequences.

S
K
A
4

Algebra: To be able to plot and work with different algebraic graphs.

S
K
R
5

Ratio and Proportion: To understand and apply ratios, proportion and rates of
change.

SKN1

S
K
G
6

Geometry and Measures: To know various geometric properties and construc-

SKN2

S
K
G
7

Geometry and Measures: To be able to complete calculations to ascertain vari-

S
K
P
8

Probability and Statistics: To be able to calculate, present and analyse probabil-

Pythagoras &
Trigonometry

Data Drop Two

tions, and to be able to use and manipulate vectors and transformations.

Indices &
Standard
Form
Fractions &
Reciprocals

SKA3

Quadratic
Equations

Formulae &
Functions

SKA4

Quadratic
Graphs

SKG6

Constructions
& Loci

Similarity &
Congruence

SKG7

Scale Drawings & Bearings

Circles, Cylinders, Cones &
Spheres

Simultaneous
Equations

ous geometric properties.

ity and statistical data.

Vectors

Transformations,
shapes and
symmetry
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Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Music students will be assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page
and act upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in
those key areas.
S
K
1

To perform a melody with simple triads/root of a chord

Practise playing the melody and chords separately, and then
practice playing it together. Does your melody sound like we
learnt it in the lesson?

S
K
2

To perform in tempo with expression and accurate rhythms

Practise playing the correct rhythms and pay attention to the correct tempo! Listen to the others’ performances during lessons.

S
K
3

To perform basic rhythms and harmonies as a part of en-

Practise playing with your partner to ensure that you can play better together. Join a club to demonstrate these skills even further.

S
K
4

To compose memorable melodies with some sense of

S
K
5

To compose with simple chords (triads)

Revise what we covered in the lesson about different chords and triads,
and practise playing it on a keyboard. You could include some chords at
the beginning of each bar or a new section in your composition.

S
K
6

To compose with a sense of musical style, responding to

Read the Composition Brief. Is there specific structure that you should
follow? Should your composition be in a specific style? Write answers on
these questions on a paper and include them in your composition.

S
K
7

To identify different musical styles through instruments and

S
K
8

To read and notate most rhythms and melodies

semble

contrast

composition briefs

describe their musical features

Did you compose two different melodies? Your melodies could be
different in: keys (major/minor), tempo, pitch, dynamics.

Revise what we covered in the lessons about different musical elements,
styles and instruments. Can you identify and describe all of it? Listen to
the songs form the styles that we covered in the lessons.

Look into what we covered in the lessons about basic rhythms
and music notes and practise writing it on a manuscript paper.
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Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all physical Education students will be
assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1

To perform newly acquired skills consistently in increasingly

S
K
2

To develop tactical and strategic understanding in relation

S
K
3

To develop tactical and strategic understanding in relation

S
K
4

To develop tactical and strategic understanding in relation to

S
K
5

To understand and demonstrate excellent knowledge of

S
K
6

To be able to demonstrate a comprehensive warm up in

S
K
7

To demonstrate skills with increasingly accurate technique, ac-

S
K
8

Effective in a game / match situation

demanding situations

to position / role played

to their own strengths and weaknesses

their opponents’ strengths and weaknesses

health and safety when participating

relation to activity

curacy and precision with desired outcomes often achieved

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15lpqrO5VlxN--Fxw7Sf6mdMMKCln4D8/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ViITSJJgor5Cf2kOWuXOqiOOG5ZGaSl/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu062f6tMR61IsUXBQTBQI7W7wpqPuH/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CkO3zmpdUpOYxPJp5VvtLDS16NKoGGd/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17ltsUlyVoZVeLAIdlIOCjHoIdYZaqqt/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1oUgP7JV7b5l44N5fxoiN7ShCVd8qovJ0/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CFf8dBnlLdDfCkis1VenDF2owLbKmHz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1p4QQwavAe3bneCMTmdZABdOjzyr_J4rV/view?usp=sharing
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Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Religious Education students will be
assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act
upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of different
religion and beliefs specifically Judaism.

Using BBC Bitesize read information on beliefs and
practices of Judaism and complete quiz at the end.

S
K
2

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of different
religion and beliefs specifically Sikhism.

Using BBC Bitesize read information on beliefs and
practices of Sikhism and complete quiz at the end.

S
K
3

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of different
religion and beliefs specifically Buddhism.

S
K
4

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of different
religion and beliefs specifically Hinduism.

S
K
5

Refer to different religious sources (scripture/ sacred
writing.)

S
K
6

Infer meaning and their significance from different religious sources (scripture/ sacred writing).

Using BBC Bitesize read information on beliefs and
practices of Buddhism and complete quiz at the end.
Using BBC Bitesize read information on beliefs and
practices of Hinduism and complete quiz at the end.

Write two different quotes from religious scripture/
sacred writing.
Explain the meaning/teaching of the religious scripture/ sacred writing.

S
K
7

Recognise and demonstrate how the world affects individuals’ religious beliefs.

Write two contrasting arguments to the following
statement. “Religion is still important in the 21st century” Use different religious viewpoints to back up
your arguments.

S
K
8

Evaluate how far the beliefs and practices studied help
pupils themselves and others to make sense of the
world.

Evaluate the statement ‘Religion is still important in the
21st century’ by writing a conclusion which shows your
own judgment.
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SCIENCE
Over the next two pages, you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all Science students
will be assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you have
‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page and act upon
the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in those key areas.

S
K
1

S
K
2

S
K
3

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of Topics
B2- Cell division
B4- Organisation
B5- Communicable Diseases
B9- Respiration

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of Topics
C7- Energy Changes
C8-Rates of Reaction
C13 – Chemistry of the Atmosphere
C14 –Earth’s resources

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of Topics:
P2- Energy transfer by Heating
P4- Electrical Circuits
P9- Motion
P6- Particles and Matter
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Define essential terms linked to the following topics;
B2- Cell division
B4- Organisation
B5- Communicable Diseases
B9- Respiration
Recall the different pathogens and describe their structures.
Describe the stages of mitosis.
Describe how the human circulatory system is adapted to carry out its function. Relate this to respiration and exercise.
Describe the how plant vessels carry water, nutrients and minerals around the plant.
Explain the mechanism by which pathogenic viruses and bacteria cause disease and
how the immune system is able to protect the body from these pathogens.
Explain the process by which drugs are designed.
Define essential terms linked to the following topics;
C7- Energy Changes (7.1-7.4)
C8-Rates of Reaction (without equilibrium)
C13 – Chemistry of the Atmosphere
C14 –Earth’s resources
Use energy profile diagrams to show exothermic and endothermic reactions.
Describe and explain how the atmosphere of the Earth has changed over time.
Describe how we use Earth’s resources and steps that humans can take to reduce
pollution.
Use kinetic theory to explain how the rate of reaction varies with different conditions.

Define essential terms linked to the following topics;
P2- Energy transfer by Heating (include convection)
P4- Electrical Circuits
P9- Motion
P6- Particles and Matter (6.5-6.8)
Name and draw different circuit components and describe their function.

Draw distance/time graphs to show different journey and describe motion.
Use specific heat capacity calculations to prove this.
Draw and use distance time graphs to calculate speed.
Draw and use velocity time graphs to calculate distance.

S
K
4

Consider the different variables within this investigation.
Exercise and heart rate:
Ask a scientific question to help investigate the link between heart rate and exercise.
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SCIENCE

SCIENCE
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Energy Changes:
Carry out the practical safely and with due care.
Use the data to determine the point of neutralisation.
Drawing graphs- scales and lines of best fit.

S
K
5

S
K
6

Demonstrate the key skills for drawing graphs.

Rates of Reaction:
Carry out the practical safely and with due care.
Follow procedure and record data appropriately.
Draw rate of reaction graphs.
Purifying water:
Carry out the practical safely and with due care.
Follow and recall procedure.

Follow procedure and record data appropriately in tables.
Use a range of equations to carry out calculations
accurately.

Resistance:
Carry out the practical safely and with due care.
Follow procedure and record data appropriately.
Investigate how resistance varies with the length of a wire.
Identify the different variables and safety precautions.
Specific Heat Capacity:
Carry out the practical safely and with due care.
Follow procedure and record data appropriately.
Record temperature accurately.
Use the data to carry out specific heat capacity calculations.

Thermal Radiation:
Investigate how the rate at which the temperature of water decreases with the different materials that are used to cover each test tube.
Identify the variables and record temperature accurately.

S
K
7

Evaluating different treatments of heart disease.

S
K
8

Drawing and interpreting neutralisation/energy changes
graphs.
Focus: Line of best fit

Compare the different blood vessels and their adaptations.
Evaluate different treatments of heart disease and their suitability for
different patients.
Drawing graphs and interpreting graphs.
Evaluate different products and their LCA.
Analyse and interpret data to explain how the Earth’s atmosphere has
evolved.

Drawing and interpreting graphs.

S
K
9

Drawing and interpreting distance/time graphs
and velocity/time graphs.

Use the data to carry out specific heat capacity calculations.
Draw and use distance time graphs to calculate speed.
Draw and use velocity time graphs to calculate distance.
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Below you will find the 8 key sets of skills and knowledge that all SEN students will be
assessed in by the end of the academic year. The report would have identified whether you
have ‘met’ or ‘not met’ these fundamentals. Following this, take advice from the adjacent page
and act upon the feedback given ensuring greater understanding and developed learning in
those key areas.

To remember a timetable and manage it

Colour code your subjects on the timetable. Practice remembering days at a time. Put a copy on the wall at home,
in your bedroom and one on the fridge!

S
K
2

To develop a wide range of friendships in
school

Enjoy working with different sorts of people. Volunteer to be part
of new groups. Be friendly to people who you don’t know well.
Join in games and activities. Try something new!

S
K
3

To have a healthy and productive lunchtime
routine

Try to vary what you eat every day. Be healthy. Try to have
one lunchtime for something active and one creative.

S
K
4

To engage regularly with their SEN key
worker

Try to meet with your SEN key worker. Talk through your
classes- what works and what doesn’t work. Take charge of
your plan!

S
K
5

To actively prepare equipment and resources for lessons

Have a pencil case with the equipment you need. Make a checklist of what you need each day to pack the night before.

S
K
6

To use the school environment confidently

S
K
7

To be an active participant in extracurricular
activities

S
K
8

To work independently at home and at
school/to engage support effectively

S
K
1

Make sure you know where the important areas of the school are. Find
out where your HoY office is, the Inclusion Department and the SENCos
office. Make sure you understand the room numbering system.

Try new things. See if you might help in running an extra
curricular club with a teacher.
Establish a good space for working at home. Have a routine for competing home learning. Practice working independently for longer. Use
support of friends and LSAs and teachers (and parents) but try things
firstly on your own.
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